Arbitrarily shaped coding is an important tool to achieve MPEG-4, which is a object-based coding standard. In this paper, we proposed an efficient shaped coding method which enhances the coding efficiency of conventional padding techniques in the object-based video coding where the shape information is provided. The Boundary Block-Searching algorithm (BBS) is applied to the boundary blocks of a VOP (Video Object Plane) which consists of both background and object pixels. Actually, boundary blocks have strong correlation even though they are located apart. For an input boundary block, we search the closest block (only object pixels) from the previously encoded data using the BBS algorithm. After searching, the boundary block is represented as a position vector. This process reduces the number of boundary blocks to be DCT and makes the bit rate small. Experimentation has been done on various video sequences under different test conditions and verifies significant coding efficiency improvement.
INTRODUCTION
The main difference of the MPEG-4 standard compared to H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and H.263 is that it supports object-based video coding instead of conventional blockbased coding techniques. MPEG-4 allows the transmission of arbitrary shaped video object Planes (VOPs) [I] . In general, VOPs have arbitrary shape and contain both background and object pixels. Thus, the efficient coding method for objects pixels is the prerequisite condition to achieve MPEG-4
For boundary blocks, the background region is filled with some appropriate value before applying DCT. Repetitive padding (31 and LPE (Low Pass Extrapolation) padding [4] are two famous methods for the boundary block coding in MPEG-4. For repetitive padding, the background region
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0-7803-7304-9/02/$17.00 C2002 IEEE is filled with extending boundary pixel values, while for LPE, the backgroundregion is filled with the average of object pixel values, and then a low pass filtering is applied only to the background region. Because these padding-based methods are not the optimal solution, the method for the arbitrary shaped coding should be further refined.
In this paper, we propose the BBS (Boundary BlockSearching) algorithm for the arbitrarily shaped coding. The BBS algorithm presented is simple in its concept and significantly enhances the coding efficiency of the conventional LPE coding method. Our key idea is that the strong correlation between boundary blocks even through they are located apart 151 is employed to reduce the number of boundary blocks to be DCT. For an input boundary block, we search the closest block (only object region) from the previously encoded data using the BBS algorithm. After searching, the boundary block is encoded by a position vector instead of the DCT operation to make the bit rate small.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We first review the conventional padding-based methods for arbitrary shaped coding in Section 2. Section 3 presents the idea of our BBS algorithm. Then, simulation results are shown in Section 4. Finally, we briefly conclude this paper in Section 5.
PADDING-BASED CODING METHODS
The simplest method among padding-based coding methods is repetitive padding. Briefly speaking, repetitive padding extends boundary pixel values to the background region [3]. Repetitive padding consists of three steps: the horizontal padding, vertical padding and averaging. The merit of repetitive padding is lowest computational complexity but the coding performance is very low.
Another padding method is the LPE (Low Pass Extrapolation) padding algorithm which is an MPEG-4 recommend padding technique [4] . The LPE padding technique includes the following three steps shown below. whereb(i,j) isthepixelvalueatposition (i,j) oftheboundary block and b ' ( i , j ) is the pixel value after applying lowpass filtering. The coding efficiency of the LPE algorithm is higher than that of repetitive padding hut still pwr. This is because the LPE algorithm losses the beauty of keeping the number of DCT coefficients being exactly the same as the number of pixels within the original boundary block. Therefore, the method for the arbitrary shaped coding should be further refined. In the next section, we will discuss the BBS algorithm in detail.
BOUNDARY BLOCK-SEARCHING ALGORITHM
Before the description of the proposed BBS algorithm, some definitions are first introduced, which are illustrated in Fig.  1 . For convenience and without loss of generality, the dimension of the image block is assumed to be 8 x 8.
1) Search Area:
The search area is the set of dashed blocks shown in Fig. 1 . It contains the previously reconstructed pixels with predefined size determined by the parameter W = 2" x 2".
2)Current Block:
The current block is the boundary block that is being encoded.
3)Seurch Block: Search blocks can be obtained by dividing the search area into overlapping blocks, in which the neighboring blocks are spaced at one-pixel interval in both horizontal and vertical directions. Search block has the same size as the current block. 4)Position Vector: Each of the search blocks in the search area needs a vector called position vector to record its corresponding x-and y-direction positions and this vector is encoded as a 2n-bit bitstream to the decoder.
In image coding, image blocks are usually small, typically 8 x 8; thus there exits strong correlation among image blocks [5] . Therefore, for the boundary block coding, it is likely to find a similar block in other area of the entire image. The previous encoded data are useful to achieve this goal because the data after the current block are not available in the decoder. The search area covers many previously encoded data and the overlapping can produce large pattem space, thus it is very likely to find a block which is close to the current block from the space. A similar block found can be used as the prediction of the current block, and only 2n bits are needed to be transmitted. Therefore, the bit rate can be reduced significantly. Now the problem is how to set the suitable search area according to boundary direction of the object. The boundary pixels which close the backgroundregion in a boundary block will form a chain called boundary chain and then can be used to predict the boundary direction. Here, chain codes [6] are uses to describe the direction with a given orientation. According to the boundary direction, four cases of the search area are defined in Figure 2 and extTa 2 bit called searching-area bit are needed to index what case the search area belongs to for the decoder. The steps of setting the search area are described as follows.
1. Find codes of the boundary chain according to a given orientation and its corresponding code.
2.
Find the sum C of all codes. If the sum C only contains real number or character H , go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to next step.
3. If the sum C contains real number and character H , we only keep real number and go to next step.
4. The search area is set with case I and case 2 when the sum C is greater or smaller than zero, respectively. If the sum C is equal to zero, case 3 is used to set the search area. Otherwise, the case 4 is applied.
The larger the search area is, the larger the probability for finding the block that is much closer to the current block. However, the bit rate and the computational complexity will be higher. In encoding, for an input block we attempt to find the most similar block (only object region) called Prediction Boundary (PB) block in the search area. The PB block is closet to the current block only in the object region used as the prediction of the current block and corresponds a certain criterion. The criterion is the distortion between the current block and the PB block defined by where # is the number of the object pixels in the current block and xi and xpbi is the object pixels in the current and PB blocks, respectively. If D is less than a predefined threshold T , the PB block is regarded as the prediction of the current block and it will be represented as a position vector. In some cases, the PB block is very different from the current block which means D is larger than a predefined threshold T . In this case, the PB block can not be used as the prediction of the current block and the conventional LPE algorithm is employed to encode the current block.
In fact, the search area is generated with the integerpixel resolution. Here, we extend the sub-pixel concept to generate the search area with the finer resolution. To achieve this goal, the search area is interpolated by a factor of two in both horizontal and vertical directions. In this case, the larger computational complexity and storage are needed. Therefore, we only search the eight neighboring blocks with the sub-pixel resolution instead of full search in the search area. The steps of sub-pixel searching are describe shown as follows.
1.
Search the PB block with the integer-pixel resolution and record its corresponding distortion value.
2. Search theeight neighboringblocks with the sub-pixel resolution. Computing the distortions of the eight blocks and compare the nine distortion values (include the integer-pixel block). Then, we will select the block which has the minimum distortion as the PB block.
The proposed BBS algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 and described step-by-step as follows.
A. Encoding of the BBS algorithm 1. Given an input boundary block, find its corresponding search area according to chain rule and record its corresponding searching-area bit. searching-area bit and a flag "1 1" sent to the decoder. Otherwise, go to next step.
6. If the PB block belongs the sub-pixel resolution, the current block is represented as a position vector and encoded as a (2n+2)-bit bitstream following searchingarea bit and a flag "lo" sent to the decoder. Then, go back to the Step 1 to process the next boundary block.
7. If D 2 T,the LPE algorithm is employed to encode the boundary block as a bitstream which follows a flag "0'' to the decoder; then go back to Step 1.
E. Decoding of the EES algorithm 1. Read and check whether the first Bag bit is " 0 or not. If yes, the inverse DCT is employed to recover the boundary block. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
2. Read the second flag bit and check whether it is "1" or not. If yes, recover the boundary block from its corresponding search area with the integer-pixel resolution according to the position vector. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
3. Recover the boundary block from its corresponding search area with the sub-pixel resolution according to the position vector.
The proposed BBS algorithm obtains the prediction of the input boundary block by searching previously encoded data. By the BBS algorithm, the boundary block is encoded by a position vector instead of the conventional DCT operations and the coding bit rate is significant reduced.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Our BBS algorithm is simulated on some well-known MPEG-4 video sequences in the CIF (352 x 288) format such as MissAmerican. The search area is 16 x 16 (W = 16) and the LPE padding algorithm is performed on the normal 8 x 8 DCT operation. Figure 4 shows the original images and their corresponding shapes of MissAmerican, which is the first VOP of the standard video sequences in MPEG-4. and the bit-rate is 0.5. Figure 6 shows the rate-PSNR results obtained by the BBS algorithm with different threshold values. From this figure, we can see that the rate-PSNR curves generated by the BBS algorithm very much depend on the threshold value T. For the larger threshold value T, the better PSNR result compared with that of the LPE algorithm will be obtained at the lower bit-rate range (0.2 -0.5). On the contrary, the better PSNR result at the higher bit-rate range (> 0.5) when the smaller threshold value T is used.
CONCLUSION
Arbitrarily shaped coding is an important tool in the objectbased or the segment-based image coding and video compress. In this paper, the BBS algorithm has been proposed to enhance the coding efficiency of the conventional LPE padding technique. The coding efficiency gain is obtained by reducing the number of the boundary block to be DCT encoded. Thestrong correlation between the boundary blocks is employed to achieve this goal.
The experimental results show that the BBS algorithm outperforms the LPE technique by, at least, 3dB when the bit rate ranges from 0.2 to 0.5 and the threshold T is 500 for MissAmerican video. In high bit-rate application, the PSNR gain of the BBS algorithm even larger when choosing suitable threshold T . For completeness, visual comparison is also shown in the paper.
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